The dyuanuc form factor S(ate) appearing in the cross section for inelastic neutron scattering from phonons in solid neon at 5 K, is calculated using the self-consistent phonon theory. Comparison of the computed S(pcs) with the scattering intensities observed by Skalyo et aL shows that the unusually shaped phonon groups they found for high-frequency phonons in neon is due to an unusually large and frequencydependent two-phonon scattering component.
I. INTRODUCTION Some time ago, Skalyo et cl. ' made an interesting and detailed study of the dynamics of solid neon by means of inelastic neutron scattering. In the course of the study, unusual and unexpected shapes of the dynamic form factor, S(Q, &o), were observed when scattering from high-energy longitudinal phonons having wave vector q near the zone boundary was attempted. Usually, the part of S(Q, tc) which corresponds to scattering from a single phonon can be clearly identified as a sharp I orentzian-shaped peak superimposed on a uniform background due to scattering from multiples of phonons. However, for high-frequency longitudinal phonons having wave vectors along the [100] direction in neon, Skalyo et u/. found the one-phonon peak had a large shoulder on the high-frequency side as shown in Fig. 1 The calculated S(Q, &u) shown in Fig. 2 reproduces the observed scattering intensity of Fig. 1 well, including particularly the shoulder on the high-frequency side of the one-phonon peak. '2 This shoulder is the two-phonon scattering contribution S,(Q&&u) which has a large frequency dependence. S,(Q,~) is small at small &u, rises rapidly in the frequency range 8(d-6-8 meV and at higher Rcu dominates S, (Q, ur) as can be seen from Fig. 2 where S, and S, are shown separately. The difference between S~+S2 and S,+S, also shown in Fig. 3 shows that the interference terms are not important in determining the overall shape of S(Q, co). The rapid freiluency dependence of Sa(g, co) arises The smaller zero-point vibration presumably reduces S,(Q, &u} in these heavier-rare-gas crystals.
